
The benefits  of using such a class  tree in  the desktop are easily  spotted.  The MMAudio class

implements basic features like playing audio files or displaying audio information like the playtime

of the file in question using operating system features. It may also provide a method for accessing

tags in the audio file containing the artists name or the trackname. One may implement the latter by

adding code to handle ID3 tags of MP3 files and code to handle the same for OGG files. In the end

MMAudio would contain code for every tag format known. If a developer ever came up with a new

audio codec and a different tag architecture the maintainer of the desktop or the MMAudio class had

to be asked to add additional parsing code. Even after the code addition users can't immediately

benefit from it because the next release may only be available at some point in the future.
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Using derived classes said developer may just create a new class which inherits everything from

MMAudio but overrides the method which deals with tag parsing to implement the new parser.

Using a binary compatible object system this class can be added without recompiling the desktop.

Even more the developer doesn't need the desktop sources at all and doesn't have to care about the

rest of the class hierarchy or changes to MMAudio made by others (as long as the others don't break

the class by changing the binary interface by purpose). Users may install the new class without

changing anything of their current system and may immediately use the new features  implemented

by the class seamlessly.

So instead of adding more and more code to MMAudio it's better to move specialized code like tag

parsing to specialized classes as done in the example with MMMp3 and MMOgg. This also helps to

keep the source maintainable because possible execution path are clear and well contained.
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1) The WPDataFileExt class replaces WPDataFile as 

the base class for MMAudio and MMVideo.


